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Experimental fission studies for reaction physics or nuclear spectroscopy can profit from
fast, efficient, and radiation-resistant fission fragment (FF) detectors. When such
experiments are performed in-beam in intense thermal neutron beams, additional
constraints arise in terms of target-detector interface, beam-induced background, etc.
Therefore, wide gap semi-conductor detectors were tested with the aim of developing
innovative instrumentation for such applications. The detector characterization was
performed with mass- and energy-separated fission fragment beams at the ILL (Institut
Laue Langevin) LOHENGRIN spectrometer. Two single crystal diamonds, three
polycrystalline and one diamond-on-iridium as well as a silicon carbide detector were
characterized as solid state ionization chamber for FF detection. Timing measurements
were performed with a 500-µm thick single crystal diamond detector read out by a
broadband amplifier. A timing resolution of ∼10.2 ps RMSwas obtained for FF with mass A
� 98 at 90MeV kinetic energy. Using a spectroscopic preamplifier developed at INFN-
Milano, the energy resolutionmeasured for the same FFwas found to be slightly better for a
∼50-µm thin single crystal diamond detector (∼1.4% RMS) than for the 500-µm thick one
(∼1.6% RMS), while a value of 3.4% RMS was obtained with the 400-µm silicon carbide
detector. The Pulse Height Defect (PHD), which is significant in silicon detectors, was also
investigated with the two single crystal diamond detectors. The comparison with results
from α and triton measurements enabled us to conclude that PHD leads to ∼50% loss of
the initial generated charge carriers for FF. In view of these results, a possible detector
configuration and integration for in-beam experiments has been discussed.

Keywords: solid-state detectors, diamond detectors, silicon carbide detectors, heavy-ion detectors, radiation-hard
detectors, fission fragment, pulse height defect
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INTRODUCTION

The experimental study of nuclear fission is of interest to both
fundamental and applied physics. On one hand it contributes to
an improved understanding of the nuclear fission process, on the
other hand it is a very useful production reaction giving access to
many neutron-rich medium-mass nuclides. When the compound
nucleus splits into two fission fragments (FF), these are
populated at high excitation energy and with high angular
momentum. The fragments de-excite by emitting prompt
neutrons and prompt γ-rays. The study of these prompt
emissions, nuclide by nuclide, gives insight into the nuclear
structure of the respective nuclide, but provides also
information on the fission process, e.g. to estimate the
distribution of the angular momentum induced by the fission
process, an important observable.

Among different ways to induce nuclear fission, capture of
thermal neutrons is technologically most relevant and the high
fission cross-sections of certain actinide nuclides are
experimentally advantageous. Following the successful EXILL
[1] campaign at ILL (Institut Laue Langevin, Grenoble,
France) with a temporary Ge detector setup, recently a new
dedicated instrument has been constructed: FIPPS (Fission
Product Prompt γ-ray Spectrometer). This instrument consists
of a halo-free thermal neutron pencil beam that interacts with
targets surrounded by a HPGe Clover detector array (High Purity
Germanium). Thus, γ-rays from both (n,γ) and (n,f) reactions
can be studied. First only “closed”, passive fission targets were
used where fission events in the data stream have to be identified
from the multiplicity of detected γ-rays. In a second step, “active
targets”, i.e., target-detector sandwiches, can be used to detect the
FF and thus “tag” every fission event [2]. This would allow
eliminating disturbing background from (n,γ) reactions, beta
decays and environmental background and thus improve the
purity of FF γ-ray spectra. Finally, a combination of several FF
detectors or one FF detector with a recoil separator could provide
a more or less precise mass identification of the FF. Indeed, in a
future phase a gas-filled magnetic recoil separator will be added to
FIPPS in order to identify recoiling FF by mass [3].

FF detection is usually performed with gas-filled ionization
chambers. However, solid state detectors have a number of assets.
In particular, much faster charge carrier mobility allows for a
rapid charge collection and therefore excellent temporal
resolution and ability to handle high counting rates. Diamond
and silicon carbide are two semiconductor materials that feature
several intrinsic advantages that would satisfy requirements such
as a high radiation hardness that results from a high threshold
displacement energy. Furthermore, the high stopping power for
FF in solid state detectors permits to realize counting geometries
close to a point source which is very beneficial for multi-
coincidence detection experiments. Unfortunately, a limitation
in the application of solid state detectors for heavy ions stems
from the fact that large non-ionizing energy deposition may
damage the crystalline structure and alters the properties of
the detector. This leads to an increase of leakage current and
reduction of charge collection efficiency. Moreover, the high
ionization density induced by FF at the maximum stopping

power leads to a high probability of charge recombination,
and then to Pulse-Height Defect (PHD).

In this context, collaborative work was carried out in order to
evaluate the possible use of diamond and silicon carbide
semiconductor detectors for FF detection as part of a possible
innovative instrumentation for the FIPPS apparatus and similar
applications.

In the present study, single and poly-crystalline Chemical
Vapor Deposition (sCVD and pCVD respectively) diamonds,
as well as Diamond On Iridium (DOI) and silicon carbide (SiC)
detectors with their front-end electronics have been studied at the
LOHENGRIN spectrometer located at ILL [4]. At LOHENGRIN,
an actinide target is placed in an evacuated beam tube of the ILL
high flux reactor. Thermal neutrons induce fission reactions and
the FF leaves the target with the recoil received in the fission
reaction. While leaving the target they undergo stripping to high
ionic charge states (typically Q ≈ 20). The LOHENGRIN parabola
spectrometer then selects ions of given mass A and kinetic energy
E according to their A/Q and E/Q ratios, where Q is the FF charge
states, by deflections in magnetic and electric fields, respectively.
The virtue of the LOHENGRIN spectrometer for detector tests
lies in the fact that ions of various masses (from protons to A≈150
and higher) and kinetic energies (few MeV for light ions to about
1 MeV/A for FF) can be selected with excellent mass- and energy
resolution. Thus, the mass- and energy-dependent response of
detectors can be easily characterized by scanning the parameters
of interest see e.g., [5].

The tested detectors were ranging from 50 µm up to 517 µm in
thickness, and from 5 mm2 to 1 cm2 area. They were placed in the
focal plane of the LOHENGRIN spectrometer. Due to the limited
FF rate (<kHz cm−2) during this experiment, no aging study has
been done, but detection efficiency, energy resolution, pulse
height defect, and temporal signal response were investigated.
Finally, other practical issues of using diamond or SiC detectors
as in-beam FF-detector for thermal neutron-induced fission
studies combined with prompt γ-ray spectroscopy are discussed.

DETECTOR CHARACTERIZATION AND
INSTRUMENTATION

The FF, tritons or α particles used in the present experiment have
a range of 4–20 μm in either diamond or SiC detectors, i.e., they
deposit their entire energy relatively close to the surface where
they enter. Thus, locally a high number of charge carriers
(electrons and holes) is created, about 74,000 electron-hole
pairs per MeV of deposited energy in diamond (Eeh � 13.6 eV
is the energy required to produce an electron-hole pair in
diamond [6, 7]). According to the Shockley-Ramo theorem,
the current signal read from electrodes (arranged on either
side of the detector in a “sandwich” configuration) arises from
the motion of the charge carriers and not from their physical
collection. The output pulse rises as soon as the carriers start their
motion to the electrodes and it finishes once the last carriers reach
their collecting electrode. Thus, the pulse is fully developed
during this motion and the time evolution of the signal is of
primary importance to understand the timing properties of
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detectors. As the signal is generated when a charged particle
enters the detector; hence, the semi-conductor detector can be
considered a solid-state ionization chamber. It was therefore used
as such in the experiments described in this manuscript.

Diamond Detector
The use of diamond as substrate makes it possible to produce
pure (almost free from defects) single crystal (sCVD) while
polycrystalline (pCVD) has a large number of defects. As a
consequence, pCVD exhibits a poor energy resolution and a
low charge collection capability that makes it less attractive than
sCVD for detector applications. Its main advantages rely on lower
prices and higher achievable sizes up to - or greater than - 20 ×
20 mm2 (7×7 mm2 for sCVD) [8]. An alternative is
heteroepitaxial diamond grown on iridium substrate (DOI
diamond). Indeed, DOI can be produced with large areas such
as pCVD [8] but it has been recently proven [9, 10] that the
transport of the holes is efficient whereas electron transport is
hampered.

Compared to silicon detectors, diamond features several
intrinsic advantages. High radiation hardness results from a
high threshold displacement energy measured as 43 eV
(silicon: 25 eV) [11], i.e., per incident ion fewer displacements
per atoms (dpa) will occur. The high mobility of electrons
1,714 cm2 V−1 s−1 (silicon 1,520 cm2 V−1 s−1) and holes
2,064 cm2 V−1 s−1 (silicon 600 cm2 V−1 s−1) [12] grants it a fast
time response and a good time resolution (lower than few tens of
picoseconds [13]). The 0.3% RMS measured energy resolution
with 5 MeV particles is comparable to that of Si detectors [14, 15],
while the efficiency in diamond detectors can achieve 100%
according to [16]. Finally, the 5.45 eV band gap results in a
lower noise level and an almost negligible leakage current.

In the present study, we used sCVD from Element 6 [17], and
pCVD diamonds from Element 6 [17], DDK (United States
Applied Diamond Inc.) [18] and II-VI [19] and heteroepitaxial
DOI diamonds from Augsburg University [20] (see Table 1).

Detector Housing
During the measurements, CVD detectors in “sandwich”
configuration, whose instrumentation was done in our
laboratories (either LPSC or IFJ-PAN), were used.

For the LPSC diamond detectors: sCVD, pCVD, and DOI,
labelled respectively A, C, and F in Table 1, an aluminum disk
shaped-metallization was locally performed using DMW

(Distributed Microwave Plasmas), a technology developed at
LPSC [21] and already described in [22]. For the pCVD
detectors D and E, the metallization was performed at
NANOFAB at Institut Néel using a liftoff process as described
in [10]. The sensor contact for the disk-shaped metallization
consists of a 50 nm (LPSC [22]) or a 100 nm (NANOFAB [10])
thick aluminum layer deposited on both sides. A recent study [10]
has proven the “blocking”, Schottky-like, nature of such
aluminum electrodes. Finally, a copper ring that surrounds the
window revealing the diamond material on the PCB (Printed
Circuit Board) ensures the electrical contact. Diamond holders
exhibit 50Ω adapted impedance. Electrical contacts of each side
of the diamond were connected to SMA (SubMiniature version
A) connectors for reversible bias and signal readout from both
sides as illustrated by Figure 1A,B,C.

The IFJ-PAN diamond detector is a sCVD. The detector
(labeled with letter B in Table 1) is 2.4 mm wide and 50 µm
thick with metal contacts. These metal contacts were
manufactured by Diamond Detectors Limited (DDL), as a
composition of diamond-like-carbon (DLC), Pt, and Au layers
with 3, 16, and 20 nm thickness, respectively. The DLC layer was
deposited on the sCVD surface by argon ion sputtering of a
graphite target. This approach improves the attachment to the
CVD diamond surface1. Deposited on top of the DLCmetal layers
of Pt and Au act as a quantum mechanical junction, thus
electrons are driven from the diamond substrate to the metal
layer creating a good ohmic contact. It is worth noting, that the
rounded metallic cover visible in Figure 1D has been removed
during the measurement in order to study the characterization of
the detectors also under tilted position with respect to the beam
axis (see Effect of detector tilt angle on fission fragments detection
for details).

Detectors A, C, D, E and F (respectively B) were tested
intensively at LPSC (respectively IFJ-PAN) or in-beam prior to
present experiment at ILL, as reported in the following two
paragraphs and in [10, 22].

Characterization at Laboratory
The quality of the contacts was inferred by measuring the leakage
current versus applied bias voltage (Figure 2). The curves that
correspond to the detectors E and F are relatively symmetrical

TABLE 1 | Summary of the diamond detectors and readout electronics used during the experiments at LOHENGRIN.

Diamond Manufacturer Type Size (Area
x Thickness)

Name Institute Preamplifier Preamplifier
Functionality

Element 6 sCVD 4.5 × 4.5 × 0.517 mm3 A LPSC INFN Charge
CIVIDEC Current

2.4 mm diam., 0.05 mm thickness B IFJ PAN INFN Charge
pCVD 10 × 10 × 0.3 mm3 C LPSC INFN Charge

CIVIDEC Current
DDK pCVD 5 × 5 × 0.3 mm3 D LPSC CIVIDEC Current
II-VI pCVD 10 × 10 × 0.3 mm3 E LPSC CIVIDEC Current
AUGSBURG DOI 5 × 5 × 0.3 mm3 F LPSC CIVIDEC Current

1Contacts on diamond A Galbiati United States Patent 8,119,253
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and exhibit high leakage currents about 10–7 A as soon as the
voltage increases up to few hundreds of volts either positively or
negatively. For the other detectors, surge of leakage current

approaches linear behavior relatively quickly. This is true
mainly for detectors A and B which are sCVD diamonds
rather than for detectors C and D which are pCVD ones. Due
to the supposed ohmic nature of detector B contacts, a more
symmetrical behavior would have been expected both for positive
and negative bias voltages.

Furthermore, using a241Am 5.5 MeV α source, it was found
that detector A exhibits a charge collection efficiency of 100%
against 30% for detector C, 32% for detector D and 44% for
detector F (see Figure 3 taken from [23]). This last observation is
indicative of the density of defects in the crystal structure. Indeed,
the XBIC (X-rays Beam Induced Current) tests that we carried
out at the ESRF (European Synchrotron Radiation Facility) and
reported in Ref. [10] (see X-rays ) demonstrated that the response
of C-type pCVD diamonds detectors may vary by a factor 6 of
difference between the highest signal response (some few hot
spots scattered on the whole surface) and the lowest signal
response areas. Such a dispersion in the response on the
diamond surface is entirely in favor of the dispersion observed
on the distribution corresponding to detector C or D in Figure 3
measured that time on an α source test bench at laboratory. For
detector F, which is a heteroepitaxial diamond grown on iridium,

FIGURE 1 | Diamond sensor A with a disk shaped metallization (A) housed in its socket (B) according to the assembly illustrated in (C) (reproduced from [22]), (D)
front side and (E) back side of diamond sensor B, 50 µm thick with contacts of 2.4 mm in diameter, (F) schematic representation of the investigated 4H-SiC-based
diode.

FIGURE 2 |Measurement of the leakage current versus the bias voltage
for various diamond samples.
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while detectors C, D and E are non epitaxial pCVD diamond,
large inhomogeneity was observed as well at ESRF on the
diamond surface (large extended defect areas—see X-rays and
[10])) that explains the poor charge collection with the α source as
well. All these results were also confirmed using a focused pulsed
beam, a few 10 keV electron beam, weakly penetrating particles,
as described in Weakly penetrating electron beam.

Finally, it should be noticed that we suspect that diamond
detector E is not an electronic grade diamond but an optical grade
one, unlike the two other pCVD samples. These considerations may
explain the observed differences both in Figure 2 and Figure 3.

Characterization Using Focused Particle Beams
X-Rays
The European Synchrotron Radiation Facility in Grenoble
(ESRF) provides on beam line ID21 a focused (∼1 µm) pulsed
(100 ps bunch duration, ∼103 photon/bunch) X-ray beam of
8.5 keV, with an almost uniform energy deposition along the
irradiated volume in the detector, therefore mimicking the
interaction of crossing individual charged particles. The XBIC
(X-ray Beam Induced Current) set-up of the ID21 beamline
enabled us to draw a 2D response map of disk metallized
detectors using a focused micrometric beam with a pitch on
the surface at the level of few tens of microns [10]. The charge
collection efficiency was measured directly at the output of the
diamond material (no preamplifier) by a Keithley 485
picoammeter. Diamond A has shown a very homogeneous
response with a charge collection efficiency of 100%. A
stripped metallized 10 × 10 × 0.300 mm3 pCVD diamond
similar to detector C from the same manufacturer Element 6
showed a scattered location of hot spots linked to the spatial
distribution of grain boundaries in the polycrystalline material.

However, the overall response of the detector is relatively
homogeneous, but the charge collection efficiency is poorer
than for detector A. Finally, the most important conclusion
that has been drawn is that the hetero epitaxially grown F
detector showed very large inhomogeneity over the surface, with
large areas of very poor charge collection efficiency that may be a
sign of charge carrier trapping at dislocation sites. These results
corroborate those with a241Am source obtained at LPSC [23, 24].

Weakly Penetrating Electron Beam
In Institut Néel in Grenoble, an eBIC set-up (electron Beam
Induced Current) was used to study the performance of the three
diamond samples A, C and F with a weakly penetrating beam.
Indeed, the 30 keV eBIC penetration has been estimated with the
CASINO simulation toolkit [25] to be less than 10 µm from the
diamond surface, which is very similar to the one expected for
fission fragments (SRIM [26]). A cartography was done for the
three aforementioned diamonds (see respectively
Figure 4A,B,C). Obviously similar conclusions as for the
XBIC test can be drawn, even if the two experiments are very
different. For the first, electrons stop close to the surface while for
the second, the bunch of 8.5 keV X-rays traverses the crystal,
which will deposit about 5 MeV for the diamonds of thickness
517 µm (detector A) and 3 MeV for diamonds of thickness
300 µm (detectors C and F). A qualitative analysis from results
exposed in Figure 4A for diamond A shows that the 2D map
reflects a very homogenous structure.While in Figure 4B the grey
scale enhances a quasi-homogenous distribution of “hot spots”
among the surface that reflects the grain boundary distribution in
diamond C. Finally, the DOI structure of diamond F, Figure 4C is
very inhomogeneous with extended areas with very low response.
We can notice notably the area which appears black in the grey scale
on the right. Elsewhere on the surface, certain areas of relatively large
size range from very bright white with a level of brightness
comparable to the surrounding copper ring where the charge
collection is made to a much lighter grey. Finally, the scratches
on the on the periphery of the metallization disks are due to wear
induced by the friction of the copper ring on the metallization.

Silicon Carbide Detector
Detector Housing
The SiC-based detectors have been previously developed within
the framework of the I-SMART project (Innovative Sensor for
Material Ageing and Radiation Testing) involving the CEA and
Aix-Marseille University [27].

SiC-based neutron detector consists in a 4H-SiC p+n diode,
using a n+-type wafer with a substrate of 350 μm thickness, on
which a 20 μm thick n-type (∼2 × 1014 cm−3 doping
concentration) was grown. To create the pn-junction, a 1 μm
thick p+ epitaxial layer with a high aluminum doping
concentration ∼1019 cm−3 was deposited on the n-type layer.
Next the ohmic contact (Ni/Ti) with 200 nm thickness has been
deposited by high vacuum electron beam evaporation. In order to
reduce the contact resistance, a 1 μmAl metallic contact has been
deposited under high vacuum electron beam evaporation on the
top of the ohmic contact. Boron-10 was implanted within the
metallic contact for realizing a neutron converter layer (5 × 1015

FIGURE 3 | Charge distribution measured using a241Am α source for
diamond detectors A, C, D, E and F. The two α energies of the 241Am
(5,443 keV and 5,486 keV respectively) cannot be distinguished leading to a
single ≈5.5 MeV α peak with a resolution of 1.2% for diamond detector A
and a charge collection efficiency of 100% against 30%, 32 and 44%
respectively for diamonds C, D and F. Charge collection efficiency on detector
E is too poor to be quantified. Diamond detectors were biased at 500 V and
electron signal was collected [23].
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Atoms cm−2 10B implanted). In the present work the area of the
investigated diode was 0.075 cm2. The schematic representation
of this diode is illustrated in Figure 1F.

Detector Characterization Under Neutron Flux
These detectors were implemented at MINERVE, a Zero-Power
reactor at CEA Cadarache. They demonstrated a better signal-to-
noise ratio (peak area to background area ratio) at 0 V detector
bias than at - 200 V.

The better signal to noise ratio at 0 V than at −200 V can be
explained by the fact that the space charge region is thin (4 μm), and
only a very small fraction of the energy is therefore deposited by
photoelectrons andCompton electrons in the detector’s active volume.

SiC-detectors showed stable characteristics over 1800 s
neutron irradiation at a flux of about 9×108 n cm− 2 s−1

(thereof about one third thermal) [28].
Leakage current for the SiC-detectors wasmeasured to be few nA.

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP AT THE
LOHENGRIN MASS SPECTROMETER
Fission Fragments Production and
Selection
The LOHENGRIN separator at ILL was used to provide mass-
and energy-separated FF. Two 7 × 0.5 cm2 235U and 233U targets

respectively are mounted on a 0.4 mm thick Ti backing and
covered by a 0.25 µm thick Ni foil [29]. The 233U target was
supplemented by a spot of evaporated 6LiF. As illustrated in
Figure 5, the targets are placed at an in-pile position and exposed
to a thermal neutron flux of ≈5 × 1014 cm−2 s−1. Thermal neutron-
induced fission of uranium isotopes produces a light FF with the
mass yield distribution peaking around A ≈ 95 and a
complementary heavy FF with the yields peaking around A ≈
140. Light FF have a kinetic energy distribution peaking close to
100 MeV while heavy FF have kinetic energy distributions
peaking at 50–80 MeV depending on their mass. The intrinsic
FF energies are reduced by energy loss in the target and the Ni
cover foil respectively, thus effectively covering a wider range of
energies that can be selected by the spectrometer.

The recoiling FF that are typically ionized to charge states Q ≈
20 are then separated according to A/Q and E/Q by the parabola
spectrometer, where A, Q, E are the mass, ionic charge state, and
kinetic energy of the FF (see Figure 5). Measurements at
LOHENGRIN were carried out with various settings with
mass numbers ranging from 84 to 144 and kinetic energies
from 35 to 110 MeV in order to determine the characteristics
of the detectors over a wide range of energy and mass/atomic
numbers. Each scan comprised several runs with varying energy
in steps of 5 MeV while keeping mass number and charge state
constant. Mass-separated FF from LOHENGRIN are composed
of several isobars. For illustration, the average nuclear charge

FIGURE 4 | eBIC cartography done at Institut Néel of the three diamond samples: detector A (A), a zoom on a 1 mm2 area of the detector C (B) and detector F (C).

FIGURE 5 | Schematic of the LOHENGRIN spectrometer [29].
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from the JEFF3.3 [30] fission yield database is given for each
mass. Tritons and α particles as light ions with lower stopping
power were also used for characterization to verify the
consistency with the off-line characterization. For this purpose
6Li (n,α)t reactions on the deposited LiF provide 2.7 MeV tritons
and 2.05 MeV α particles. The 59Ni(n,α) reaction provides
4.75 MeV α particles where the 59Ni is bred by 58Ni(n,γ)59Ni
reactions in the Ni target cover foil of the targets. Moreover,
1.4 MeV α particles are available from the 10B (n,αγ) reaction on
boron collimators present in the LOHENGRIN beam tube. Given
the thickness of these target materials some somewhat lower
particle energies can be selected too with the LOHENGRIN
spectrometer. The intrinsic FF energies are reduced by energy
loss in the target and the Ni cover foil respectively, thus effectively
covering a wider range of energies that can be selected by the
spectrometer, 7 cm wide fission targets were used which leads to
an energy acceptance of 1.0% of the spectrometer [4]. The energy
calibration of the spectrometer is based on (n,α) and (n,p)
reactions producing ions with well-known energies. The
linearity of the electric and magnetic fields of the spectrometer
are controlled by reference resistors and an NMR (Nuclear
Magnetic Resonance) probe respectively. Thus the mean
energy of ions selected by the spectrometer is known to be
better than 0.2%.

Detector Front-End Electronic and Data
Acquisition
Transverse dimensions of detectors A and B are different but due
to their housing (Figure 1), the two apparent metallized detection
areas are similar and equal to ∼2.4 mm2. The main difference
arises from the fact that detector A (and detectors C, D, E and F as
well) enables reversible bias and signal readout from both sides
whereas detector B can be read only on one side. The signal
readout of all detectors (diamond and SiC) was performed using
preamplifiers.

A low-noise broadband RF amplifier: 2 GHz, 40 dB from
CIVIDEC Instrumentation Company [31] (namely CIVIDEC
C2) was used in the context of timing measurement and
waveform analysis. Concerning data acquisition, it was
performed with a 500 MHz bandwidth, 3.2 GS s−1 digital
sampling “Wavecatcher” [32] system. The advantage of using
this system lies in the fact that it could be configured in a
continuous acquisition mode, recording all waveforms, and
thus enabling large statistics for offline analysis.

The spectroscopic performances of the detectors were studied
with a dedicated low noise and fast response charge sensitive
preamplifier developed by INFN. The preamplifier has two
channels with charge sensitivity 0.93 (1.77) V/pC, with rise
time 1 (2.5) ns, a decay time 100 μs for channel 1 (2), and a
maximum output voltage of 4 V. The signal from electron/hole
collection side of the detector was connected to each preamplifier
channel and then sent to a spectroscopy amplifier [33] with a
0.5 µsGaussian shaping time. The readout acquisition was
operated on a dedicated subset version [34] of a VME general
purpose DAQ based on a 32-channel 12-bit peak sensing ADC
(Analog to Digital Converter) V879 from CAEN [35].

Detector Polarization Effect Handling
A Keithley 6,487 voltage supply, which allows a programmable
inversion of the bias, was used to perform voltage inversion
cycles. Such a procedure, named “cycling”, was done in order to
minimize the significant polarization [12] effect generated over
time mainly in the pCVD and DOI diamond detectors. Operating
inversion voltages and the transition ramps were controlled by a
LabVIEW program developed at laboratory [23] using the
following procedure: measurement during 3 min biased at +
450 V then the bias was inverted at −450 V during 1 min with
a ramp of ± 50 V s−1.

DETECTOR PERFORMANCES AS
FF-DETECTOR AT LOHENGRIN
Optimal Detector Configuration for Short
Range Particle Detection
Series of measurements with a light FF of mass 98 (labeled later
on FF98 considered as the reference fission fragment) were
carried out prior to any detector performance measurement. It
was aimed to find out an optimal combination of “face exposed to
FF” versus “applied bias voltage”. Figure 6 illustrates the variation
of the signal amplitude as a function of the applied bias voltage for
detector A when exposed to FF98 at the reference kinetic energy
of 90 MeV. Indeed, due to the CVD diamond growth process, the
two diamond sides (“growth” for “top” versus “seed” for
“bottom”) may exhibit some asymmetries. Furthermore,
depending on positive or negative bias voltage applied on
diamond material, the nature of the charge carrier, electron
versus hole, collected on the electrode differs. That might be a
cause of asymmetries as well due to a possible difference in charge
trapping in the diamond bulk for electron and holes. In the
present paper, the two diamond sides will be later on arbitrarily
called 0° and 180° for reasons of clarity. This choice was motivated
to avoid any misunderstanding in the conclusion of our analysis
given that the two faces were not previously identified in relation
to the growth conditions. In Figure 6, the maximum voltage that

FIGURE 6 | Signal amplitude versus applied bias voltage for 90 MeV
FF98. For negative voltage the diamond side 0° was exposed to FF98, on the
contrary, for positive voltage the diamond side 180° was exposed to FF98.
Error bars are within the point size.
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could be applied to diamond detector A was found to be 450 V.
For higher voltages, discharge spikes were observed that might
damage the diamond metallization. These observations led us to
consider, for future experiments, a new model of detector holder
in which the electrical connection is operated more robustly by
wire bonding.

Furthermore, in Figure 6, it can be noticed that the signal
amplitude is increasing with bias voltage but, even if the slope of
the curves decreases at higher voltage, no plateau is reached. All
the measurements carried out with the different detectors
confirm this observation. The significant space charge along
the incident particle trace generates an electric field in the
opposite direction to that applied, increasing local
recombination and thus preventing an optimum charge
collection. This is in relation with the PHD effect described in
Pulse Height Defect.

Detection Efficiency
The detection efficiency here is defined by number of ions
detected by candidate detectors divided by the number of
incident ions measured with a Si detector which has 100%
detection efficiency in the sensitive area. Collimators with sizes
corresponding to the diamond detector aperture: 2.4 mm
(measured on the detector holder for both sCVD A and
pCVD D) and 7 mm (same but for pCVD E) were installed in
front of the Si detector. The readout electronic chain was the one
used for spectroscopic measurement (Detector front-end
electronic and data acquisition). The detection threshold was
set above the noise level ∼1 MeV α particles with energies 1.4, 4.5
and 4.7 MeV and FFs of mass 98 (136) with different energy 100,
90 and 80 MeV (77, 70 and 63 MeV) respectively, were used to
determine the efficiency.

The loss in the detection efficiency results from incomplete
charge collection efficiency of pCVD caused by grain boundaries
[36]. The average charge collection efficiency of CVD diamonds
vary from 100% (Figure 3) to 5% depending on the diamond
detector quality [23]. The loss in charge collection efficiency is
maximal for highly ionizing FF since the stopping range of FF is
very short (6–8 μm for light FF) while α particles have a longer
range (e.g., ∼11 μm for 4.7 MeV) [26, 37].

The sCVD detector A showed ∼102% efficiency compared to
the Si detector (see Table 2) where the systematically larger value

is probably due to the uncertainty in the collimator geometry.
This indicates good charge collection efficiency in all regions of
the detector surface.

The pCVD detectors showed lower efficiency compared to the
sCVD detector. The small detector D showed ∼83% efficiency.
The decrease in efficiency was mainly due to the bias recycling
procedure, where the detector was at the nominal bias during 70%
of the measurement time (see Detector polarization effect
handling), indicating the good charge collection efficiency
during the normal bias up to ∼100%.

On the other hand, the 7 mm pCVD detector E showed low
efficiency ∼31%, which cannot be explained by bias cycling. This
could be due to the low charge collection efficiency of this
diamond detector, causing the collected charge falls below the
detection threshold (see Table 2).

As previously mentioned, due to the pCVD detector structure
(grain distribution), the charge collection depends on hit position
on the detector, where efficient charge collection is carried out in
region with large grain size, while region between the large grains
in the surface shows dead region. This surface effect is enhanced
for low energy fission fragment which stops at the surface of the
detector ultimately causing the decrease in the efficiency. As the
pCVD detector E is an optical grade and not an electronic grade
detector, the results are worse than for the detector D.

Spectroscopy
single Chemical Vapor Deposition Performances
In the absence of a plateau in Figure 6 signifying a complete
charge collection, an optimum voltage of ∓450 V (side 0° versus
side 180°) was chosen for diamond detector A whichmeans a field
of 0.9 V μm−1. Similarly, for diamond detector B, an optimum
voltage of - 200 V was set. It means an electric field of 4 V μm−1

that is 4.5 times larger than for detector A. As noticed previously,
only one side of diamond B can be exposed to FF. It will be called
“side 0°” later on in the manuscript.

α Particles and Tritons
At first, the two diamond detectors A and B were exposed to
4.75 MeV α particles and 2.7 MeV tritons respectively. Figure 7B
illustrates an energy resolution for diamond detector B of 0.5%
RMS with α particles and, in Figure 7E of 0.7% RMS with tritons
(blue histogram). Both measurements were done with an
incidence angle of 0° (incidence relative to the vertical axis
perpendicular to the surface of the detector). Besides, the
other histogram plotted in red in Figure 7E is relative to the
tritons detection with a detector tilt of −45°.Within fit uncertainty
no significant degradation of the resolution is observed. The tilt of
the detector effectively increasing the thickness of the “dead
layer” (passive material traversed by the incident particle, e.g.,
top electrode metallization) has only little influence on the energy
resolution for diamond detector B. For diamond detector A, the
thicker one, an energy resolution of 0.7% RMS was obtained at an
incidence angle of 0° both with α particles and tritons
(Figure 7A,D). This result is to be compared with the one
obtained at LPSC with the 241Am source detailed in
Characterization at laboratory and illustrated by Figure 3. In
this case, the α rays 5,485 MeV (84.5%) 5,442 MeV (13%) and

TABLE 2 | Efficiency of different diamond detectors with α and FF (A � 98, 136) at
different energies.

Particle Energy [MeV] Efficiency
[%] sCVD A

Efficiency
[%] pCVD D

Efficiency
[%] pCVD E

α 1.4 100.6 — 32.9
4.5 100.7 — —

4.7 102.2 81.4 31.0
FF A � 98 100 101.3 82.3 29.4

90 106.9 86.7 36.2
80 104.5 86.5 29.5

FF A � 136 77 103.1 77.2 28.1
70 98.0 85.5 30.2
63 104.7 79.2 27.4
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5,388 MeV (1.6%) emitted by the 241Am source are mixed in a
single peak which leads to a 1.2% RMS [23] estimation for the
energy resolution, which is consistent.

With an incidence angle of 0° for the incoming particles hitting
the detector, a linear fit of ADC channel versus energy of incident
particles results in the two following formula for detector A,
Equation 1, and detector B, Equation 2, in the present
experimental set-up:

detector A : ADC � 74.8 × E + 1.4 (1)

detector B : ADC � 56.0 × E − 6.0 (2)

where E is quoted in MeV.
The difference in the calibration coefficient values comes from

two different gain settings of the charge preamplifier. This setting
was optimized on each of the detectors in order to be able to record
the entire energy spectrum of from 2.7MeV tritons up to 105MeV
light FF in order to allow the study presented in section Pulse Height
Defect. As α particles and tritons are expected to show negligible
Pulse Height Defect (PHD), indeed in [38] it has been already
reported that PHD is almost negligible for protons or α particles for
energies beyond several MeV, these formula will permit later on to
evaluate the PHD effect of FF spectroscopic measurements.

Fission Fragments
Light Fission Fragments. Diamonds A and B were exposed to
FF98 while a ramp in energy from 70 MeV up to 100 MeV was
applied by steps of 5 MeV. As with LOHENGRIN fission
fragments are separated according to their A/Q and E/Q
ratio, for each LOHENGRIN setting, several fragments with
different Q may reach the detector. For the run (A � 98,
Z ≈ 39, E � 70–100 MeV) two fragments FF98 and FF84 reach
the detector. The two detectors A and B gave very similar results.

A mean resolution of 1.6% RMS was found for detector A and
1.4% RMS for detector B (10 times thinner) calculated over the
whole energy range Table 3 for FF98. Figure 8A,B illustrates the
obtained results at a FF98 energy of 100 MeV. As a matter of
comparison with an accurate ionization chamber, a FWHM
resolution better than 1% is routinely reached [39].

The diamond response versus the incoming FF kinetic energy
is very linear as it is shown on Figure 9A,B for diamond detector
A for both FF98 and FF84. As previously mentioned, for detector
A, the two detector sides are read with charge preamplifiers and
both signals can be studied. Consequently, two sets of linearity
curves are plotted in Figure 9A. Two curves are obtained by
analyzing the signal read on side 0° (the one exposed to FF in this
experiment) and the two other ones are obtained with the signal
read on side 180° (the opposite side). Diamonds are still biased at
-450 V. The electron signal is measured. The sets of offset and
slope parameters are very consistent, no noticeable difference can
be observed, as expected. In the last experiment, diamond
detector A is used and at that time the side 180° is exposed to
FF. Consequently, the diamond bias is set to +450 V (Figure 6)
and that time the hole signal is measured. The linear response of
the diamond sensor as a function of kinetic energy of FF98 and
FF84 is shown in Figure 9B. Within uncertainties no difference in
the slope of the curves for the corresponding FF is observed. A
difference in the offset parameter can be noticed mainly for FF84.

Heavy Fission Fragments. Diamond detectors A and B were
exposed to FF144 while a ramp in energy from 40 to 70 MeV was
applied by steps of 5 MeV. The two detectors A and B give very
similar results. A mean resolution of 1.5% RMS was found for
FF144 and 2% RMS for FF131 for both detectors A and B
(10 times thinner) calculated on the whole energy range
Table 3. As observed in Figure 9A,B for light fragments, the

FIGURE 7 | Energy resolution with 4.75 MeV α particles of diamond detectors A (A), B (B) at normal incidence and for SiC both at normal incidence and with a
detector tilt of -45° (C). Energy resolution with 2.7 MeV tritons at normal incidence for both diamond detector A (D) and SiC (F) and compared results at normal incidence
and with a detector tilt of -45° for diamond detector B (E).
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diamond response to the energy ramp in Figure 9C is very linear
and can be fitted by a straight line like for FF98 and FF84.

Effect of Detector Tilt Angle on Fission Fragments Detection. To
evaluate the influence of the orientation angle, several
measurements inducing a tilt of −40° with diamond detector A
were performed. Results are presented in Figure 8C. The ADC
channel difference for the peak centroid (−40° versus 0°) is around
200 channels (∼3MeV according to Equation 1) which is too large
to be explained by the increase of the effective thickness of the
electrode aluminum metallization due to the tilt. Indeed, the
metallization is 50 nm thick, such that FF is expected to deposit
about 500 keV at 0° which results in an increase of 150 keV of
deposited energy at 40°. The measured 3MeV is 20 times higher. It
may indicate an additional “dead zone” within the diamond layer
as already observed in [40, 41]. It was found that Element 6
diamonds are likely to have a dead layer of about 200 nm at the
surface (∼3MeV loss by FF98). While it was much smaller in DDL
detectors. Indeed, for diamond detector B, the same experiment
points to a much smaller difference around 70 channels Figure 8D.
Furthermore, it has been checked for both detectors A and B that a
tilt of +40° leads to an identical shift as the tilt to −40°.

poly Chemical Vapor Deposition Performances
The pCVD diamond sample C was exposed successively to different
ions, each time for a 2 hours duration: 2.7MeV triton, 4.75MeV α,
90MeV FF98, and 50MeVFF144. The diamond detector was biased
at -450 V and side 0° is exposed to FF. The results obtained with
90MeV FF98 are illustrated in Figure 10A. A cycling operation was
implemented on the supply voltage, as described in Detector
polarization effect handling, to improve the charge collection. No
peak can be distinguished in the spectrum. It confirms the results
obtained at the LPSC laboratory with the 241Am source illustrated in
Figure 3 and results from [42]. The inhomogeneity of the surface
response of the detector, we reported in [10] and illustrated as well in

Figure 4B, reveals a variationwithin a factor 6 [10] depending on the
impact position on the detector surface. This explains the observed
great dispersion. Detector D and E were tested as well but only with
FF98 at 90MeV for a 1 hour duration, corresponding results are
illustrated in Figure 10B,C, they exhibit very similar shapes as the
ones obtained in Figure 3.

Spectroscopymeasurements with the DOI detector F were carried
out, but they unfortunately proved to be unusable for the analysis due
to a problem that occurred with the target during the experiment.

As a result of [10], observed difference between pCVD
measurements and sCVD ones (Figures 8A,B), may come
from the type and the density of defects (grain boundaries
size, dislocation distribution, etc.) in the diamond bulk and is
linked to growth conditions.

Silicon Carbide Performances
The SiC detector was exposed successively to 2.7 MeV tritons and
4.75 MeV α particles (see Figures 7C,F), FF98 at energies ramped
from 70 to 100 MeV and finally to 65 MeV FF144. In the three
cases, the detector was biased at −100 V.

For α particles an energy resolution of 0.7% was reached
against 4% for tritons Figure 7F. The observed difference in
detector tilt with α particles on Figure 7C (0° and −45° are
compared) is consistent with the huge thickness of the Al
electrode (1 µm to be compared to at most 100 nm for
diamond detectors). In order to observe the triton signal, the
gain of the charge preamplifier was set to its maximum. These two
measurements permit as well detector calibration as expressed by
Equation 3 which was obtained similarly to Equations 1, 2:

SiC detector : ADC � 114 × E − 163 (3)

For the run [A � 98 E � 70–100 MeV] both fragments FF84 and
FF98 were isolated in the data Figure 8E and the linear response
of the detector is illustrated in Figure 9D. The energy resolution

TABLE 3 | Summary of the energy resolution (RMS values in %) measured with various detectors on FF98, FF84, FF144 and FF131 at various energies. Bias voltage for
diamond detector A is −450 V; diamond detector B is −200 V; and SiC detector is −100 V.

Diamond Fragment 70 MeV 75 MeV 80 MeV 85 MeV 90 MeV 95 MeV 100 MeV Mean

sCVD A FF98 1.6 1.5 1.7 1.5 1.5 1.6 1.6 1.6
sCVD B FF98 1.4 1.5 1.5 1.3 1.3 1.5 1.5 1.4
SiC FF98 4.2 3.2 3.8 3.1 3.4 3.1 3.2 3.4

Fragment 59 MeV 64 MeV 69 MeV 73 MeV 77 MeV 81 MeV 86 MeV Mean

sCVD A FF84 1.3 1.5 1.3 1.2 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3
sCVD B FF84 1.4 1.0 1.1 1.4 1.2 1.1 1.1 1.2
SiC FF84 2.1 2.6 2.2 2.2 1.8 1.9 1.8 2.1

Fragment 40 MeV 45 MeV 50 MeV 55 MeV 60 MeV 65 MeV 70 MeV Mean

sCVD A FF144 1.9 1.5 1.7 1.6 1.3 1.0 — 1.5
sCVD B FF144 2.0 1.3 1.7 1.4 1.3 1.6 — 1.5
SiC FF144 — — — — — 6.9 — —

Fragment 36 MeV 41 MeV 45 MeV 50 MeV 54.5 MeV 59 MeV 63 MeV Mean

sCVD A FF131 2.4 2.2 2.9 2 1.7 1.5 1.5 2.0
sCVD B FF131 1.8 2.2 2.4 2.3 2.4 2.0 1.3 2.0
SiC FF131 — — — — — 2.2 — —
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was found to range from 3.1 to 4.2% for FF98 and from 1.8 to
2.6% for FF84 on the whole energy interval Table 3. These results
are worse by a factor of ∼2 if one compares with that obtained on
the previously tested sCVD diamond detectors. Finally, in the
case of FF144, it was rather impossible to separate FF131 from
FF144 as it was done for sCVD. Therefore, no energy resolution
could be fitted.

It should be noticed at this point, that the initial settings to
obtain the tritons signal resulted in a saturation of the acquisition
system for recording FF data. Consequently, they had to be
modified to obtain the results presented in Figure 8E and
Figure 9D. and a direct comparison allowing in particular the
calculation of the PHD in Pulse Height Defectwill therefore not be
possible.

FIGURE 8 | FF98 and FF84 spectroscopic measurement and energy resolution with diamond detectors A (A) and B (B) for energy of 100 MeV for FF98 and
86 MeV for FF84. The diamond A is biased at -450 V, the diamond B at -200 V, and for both side 0° is exposed to FF. Tilt of the diamond detector A (C) and diamond
detector B (D) for 90 MeV FF98, the blue curve corresponds to 0°, the red one to a tilt of −40°. The ratio of the two mean values is 94.6% (diamond A) and 97.0%
(diamond B), i.e. the pulse height defect increases by 5.4% for diamond A and 3% for diamond B. The FF98 and FF84 spectroscopic measurement and energy
resolution with the SiC detector are illustrated in (E). It is biased at -100 V.
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Summary
In Table 3 a summary of the measured energy resolutions is
reported. The results are expressed in percent for the RMS
value. They were calculated at the different energies used
during the tests. In the last column, the arithmetic mean is
given. In fact, where the resolutions are the least good for a
given fragment, this turns out to be a problem of statistics on
the batch of events available to carry out the measurement. The
results obtained for sCVD A and B (10 times thinner) are quite
similar and no significant dependence on the energy of the
fission fragment can be observed. In the two aforementioned
cases, the resolution obtained with the SiC detector is twice
larger.

Pulse Height Defect
Detection of ionizing particles with high energy loss in solid state
detectors may lead to a pronounced pulse height defect (PHD)
[38, 43–47], which is defined as the energy difference ΔE between
the kinetic energy Ek deposited by an incident ion impinging the
detector and the apparent energy EDD derived from the measured
electric signal [38]:

ΔE � Ek − EDD (4)

where EDD �Nq Eeh (Nq is the number of collected charge carriers
and here Eeh�13.6 eV is as defined before the energy to produce
electron-hole pairs in diamond [6, 7]). Up to now, detailed studies
of PHD were performed mainly for Si detectors, less for diamond
detectors [38].

The established Equation 2, derived from α and triton
spectroscopic measurement on detector B gives the value of
the expected ADC channel as a function of the kinetic energy.
It was evaluated on particles that are not sensitive to the PHD, as
explained in α particles and tritons. Using Equation 2 for FF, one
would expect, if all the charges deposited by the incoming FF are
collected, that the FF98 peak at the energy of 100 MeV measured
at channel 2755 in Figure 8B, would be measured in fact at
channel 5594 (out of range of the 12 bit ADC set-up). The
difference is 2839 channels. That indubitably means that about
50% of the deposited kinetic energy is not detected. This
observable attests to the PHD which means that the energy
derived from the measured electric signal is different from the
kinetic energy deposited by the incident ion. For detector A this
difference is equal to 48%.

The electric bias for detector A was at the level of 0.9 V μm−1

against 4 V μm−1 for detector B. It is well known for semi-
conductor detectors that space charge effects are reduced

FIGURE 9 | The ADC peak channel versus incident FF energy is plotted. In (A): diamond A linearity curves are drawn for FF98 (green and blue) and FF84 (red and
black). For green and red curves, signal is read on side 0°, whereas, for black and blue curves, signal is read on side 180°. The diamond is biased to −450 V and side 0° is
exposed to FF that implies that the electron signal is measured. (B)Green and red curves are the same as in (A), dark and blue differs: FF are now impinging side 180° and
diamond is biased to +450 V. That time the hole signal is assessed. (C)Response of detector A to FF131 (light blue) and FF144 (pink), it is biased at −450 V and side
0° is exposed to FF (electron signal). (D) SiC detector linearity curves for FF98, the detector is biased to −100 V (electron signal). For all plots, error bars are within the
point size.
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when higher electric fields are applied. This is illustrated by
Figure 6, but one should notice in addition that with FF there
is no saturation of the signal amplitude when the bias increases as
it can be observed in the literature with α particles [23]. It means
that the PHD is never cancelled. Furthermore in the present
experiment, the thickness of detector A is 10 times larger than
detector B, which favors charge trapping on the path to their
collection by the electrodes deposited on both sides of the
diamond. Consequently, one might expect a better result for

detector B. However, the measured PHD is identical on the two
diamond detectors. This shows that the electric field, for the two
tested detectors, does not play a major role on the recombination
during the charge drift toward the electrodes.

Ions deposit a maximum of their energy at the end of their
path, in the Bragg peak. In the present case, given the energy
transported by the ions, this will lead, very locally, to a very large
amount of charges that will be generated. Taking into account the
differences between detectors A and B, as detailed above, which
did not lead to differences in the experimental observables for the
PHD, we can therefore reasonably assume that the proportion of
missing charge comes from in-situ recombination in the region of
the Bragg peak.

On the other hand, what is paradoxical in our results is that, in
addition, we observe a linear variation of the collected charge
compared to the energy of the incident FF at given FF (Figure 9)
over an energy range of 70–100 MeV for FF98. When the energy
of the FF increases, its depth of penetration, and therefore the
position of the Bragg peak in the material, increases also.
However, the energy loss rate per unit of FF path length is
quite smaller than it is in the region of the Bragg peak where
the FF stops. The results of Figure 9 would therefore imply that
the Bragg peak occurs at the same FF degraded energy, regardless
its initial value, and energy loss at the Bragg peak depends on FF
mass. Experiments with a heavier FF (FF144) in a lower energy
range, from 40 up to 65 MeV, lead to the same observations.
Other conclusions could have been drawn if it had been possible
to go below 70 MeV for the light FF, but this was not possible in
this case.

For a better understanding, another experiment was done with
diamond detector B in the same conditions. One should notice
that the difference is that the gain is set to a factor 1.7 lower on
DAQ than for previous measurements. A set of FF were selected
by LOHENGRIN: 84, 93, 98, and 102 for the light fragments with
a range in energy from 70 MeV up to 105 MeV by step of 5 MeV.
As well, FF 132 and 144 were selected with energy ranging
respectively from 59 MeV up to 78 and 46 MeV up to 65 MeV
by steps of 5 MeV. Linear fits of ADC channels versus kinematic
energies were done for each FF. The results are plotted in
Figure 11A.

In Figure 11B,C, the offset and slope fit parameters found for
each FF are plotted as a function of the FF mass. An
interdependence has been demonstrated. It seems difficult to
connect with a smooth curves the measurement points for light
FF and heavy FF mainly for Figure 11B (offset parameter).
Nevertheless, it can be concluded that, the mass A, and
respectively the nuclear charge Z of the incident FF, influences
the PHD (note here that FF are selected over their Q parameter,
and not Z).

This dependency seems to be complex even if we consider
separately the light FF (four data points) from the heavy FF (two
data points).

For light FF, in Figure 11B,C, the FF98 corresponding point
stands out of the two distributions. It seems to exclude a purely
linear dependency as reported in [5] for silicon detector operated
at LOHENGIN in very similar experimental conditions. The
main difference may arise from the fact that in [5], the silicon

FIGURE 10 | ADC counts histograms obtained for a single run while
diamond C (A), D (B) and E (C) were exposed to 90 MeV FF98. Diamond
detectors were biased at −450 V and side 0° was exposed to FF. Its smaller
size explains the difference in statistics for detector D. The run for
diamond C is twice longer in time than the ones with D and E.
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detector is a ΔE-E telescope detector device. The combined
measurement of energy loss in the thin layer (ΔE) that the FF
crosses and in the thicker layer (E) where it stops, improves
strongly the FF identification.

The large difference in Figure 11B between light and heavy FF
could suggest that, since the energy range in which we have taken
these measurements for heavy FF is lower than for the light FF,
the offset parameter is more sensitive than the slope parameter, to
the incident FF energy. Indeed, there are some evidence of a “dead
detector thickness” in Figure 8C (detector A) and Figure 8D
(detector B) at the entrance under the metallization layer which
creates an offset in the charge collection.

To conclude, as in [38], it appears from the present study that
the PHD is to be explained in the framework of recombination
models. For heavy ions, such as FF, the main source appears to be
the recombination of electron-hole pairs in the plasma bulk
produced by the FF when it stops. This theory was first
proposed by [48]. As demonstrated in the present analysis,
this process is not easy to characterize. It may depend on such
factors as energy and intrinsic parameters of the incident FF (A, Z
and Q), the applied bias voltage (the maximum electric field
investigated here was 4 V µm−1) as well as the distribution of
recombination and trapping centers in the detector. There is an
indication, with the tilt experiment, of some localized “dead zone”

close to the surface, which would not be in favor of an optimal
charge collection.

Timing
Diamond detectors are expected to be fast responding detectors.
Consequently, a procedure was established to determine the time
resolution of the FF detectors, based on off-line analysis of signal
waveforms recorded with the Wavecatcher test bench. Actually,
no coincidence between two detectors is possible here. Therefore,
the timing resolution can be inferred only by comparing the
timing difference from the signals of the two detector sides,
whenever possible [24].

A numerical Constant Fraction Discrimination (CFD) was
performed by averaging the background on the waveforms,
determining the maximum of the pulses, and interpolating
the 50% rise time value. The time difference measured
between side 0° and side 180° on diamond detector A biased
at −450 V is equal to 10.2 ps RMS (Figure 12A) which is the
best value ever obtained on diamond to our knowledge. A
comparable measurement done with detector C (pCVD) lead to
a time resolution of 23.8 ps RMS against 34.1 ps RMS for
detector D (pCVD) and 16.8 ps RMS for detector F (DOI)
which is nearly as good as the sCVD results despite the
observed inhomogeneity in charge collection (see

FIGURE 11 | (A) ADC channels versus incoming fragment kinetic energy for a set of FF selected with LOHENGRIN (diamond detector B). The offset (B) and slope
(C) parameters as a function of the ionic mass A of incoming FF on diamond detector B surface 0°. The bias voltage is -200 V. Error bars are within the point size. The
observed dependency in (B) and (C) for light FF seems to be complex since the corresponding point for FF98 stands out in the two distributions and seems to exclude a
purely linear dependency as reported in [5] for silicon detector operated at LOHENGIN in very similar experimental condition.
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Characterization using focused particle beams and [10]). For the
three diamonds mentioned last, a cycling operation was
implemented on the supply voltage as described in Detector
Polarization Effect Handling to improve the charge collection.
No timing resolution was evaluated with detector E due to its
too poor charge collection efficiency which makes it not a good
candidate for our applications. No measurement were done as
well with detector B or the SiC detector but for technical reason
linked to detector housing.

ISSUE OF INTEGRATION OF DIAMOND
AND SILICON CARBIDE DETECTORS AS
FF-DETECTORS FOR IN-BEAM USE
A FF detector used in-beam for thermal neutron-induced fission
combined with prompt γ-ray spectroscopy has to satisfy certain
criteria, namely in terms of (n,γ) background and neutron
scattering, count rate capability, detection efficiency, energy
resolution, time resolution, fragment stopping, etc. In the
previous section, we reported on a series of measurements to
evaluate diamond and SiC detector performances for FF
detection at the LOHENGRIN mass spectrometer. Due to
the measured performances, we will now consider to what
extent and in which possible arrangement this type of
detectors could be used in-beam and more precisely in the
FIPPS instrument.

Fission Product Prompt γ-ray Spectrometer
Experimental Set-Up and FF-Detector
Envisaged Configuration
The FIPPS experiment can be divided schematically (Figure 13)
into blocks. On the periphery of the instrument, the detector
block is equipped with High Purity Germanium (HPGe)
detectors (in blue in Figure 13) that allow the measurement of
the γ rays emitted during the reactions taking place within the
target (in red in Figure 13) chamber. These high-resolution
detectors are arranged around a sphere to maximize geometric
detection efficiency. Then, the collimation unit part in front of the
target cell that delivers a shaped beam of thermal neutrons leaving
the guide towards the target chamber. The beam stop block
(called beam stop hereafter): this part makes it possible to stop
the neutrons passing through the target without interactions. It is
located at the rear of the instrument. Finally, the sample
environment block, that is located in the center of the
instrument, in the middle of the detection system. The sample
environment is the site of interactions between neutrons and the
target. Depending on the physics cases of interest, the targets can
be stable or radioactive.

In the context of the present study, Figure 13 illustrates three
possible configurations for a target (red) and FF diamond or SiC
detector (grey) arrangement: (a) single-sided FF detection with a
passive stopper (black) on the opposite side, (b) double-sided FF
detection, (c) single-sided adjacent FF detector plus a distant FF

FIGURE 12 | Time resolution (RMS) measured on sCVD diamond detector A (A), pCVD diamond detectorc C (B) and D (D) and the DOI diamond detector F (C)
with FF98 at 90 MeV kinetic energy impinging on the detectors under 0⁰. The time value corresponds to the difference in time from the two signals extracted from each
side of a single detector after preamplification.
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detector wall on the opposite side. These configurations will be
discussed now with regard to FIPPS expected performances
versus diamond and SiC FF detectors measured performances.

Optimization of the “FF Detector—Target”
Configuration
Count Rate Capabilities
The typical fission rate expected is of the order of 100 kHz.
Correspondingly, a single-sided FF detector covering 2π solid
angle should be able to cope with a FF rate of the order of 100 kHz
and a 4π detector would see a FF rate of 200 kHz, pairwise emitted
back-to-back. However, some actinide targets have also a
considerable self-activity due to their α decays.

Detection Efficiency
Ideally, the FF detector should cover the entire surface of the
fission target. This will assure in direct contact nearly 2π solid
angle coverage and given that FF are always emitted pairwise
back-to-back, a single detector could already provide close to
100% geometric detection efficiency. Only the tiny fraction of FF
that are emitted exactly parallel to the target plane or under very
small angles to it would be stopped within the target and could
not be detected. The active area of the detector should at least match
the target area or be larger. Inside the target area the detector should
reach close to 100% detection efficiency. This could be realized with
sCVD diamond detectors in an edgeless mosaic arrangement or at
least with minimum dead layers at the borders. For pCVD, which
can have high intrinsic efficiency, a loss in useful duty cycle has to be
considered due to bias voltage cycling.

Energy Resolution
A simulation has been performed to determine the energy
distributions of FF leaving actinide targets of different
thickness, see Figure 14. The calculation was performed for

235UO2 emitting back-to-back a pair of FF 84Ge+150Nd (+2
neutrons, not considered here) as an extreme mass split where
the heavy FF has particularly low range, see Figure 14 and
Figure 15 respectively. The kinetic energies 84Ge were
sampled from a Gaussian with 98.5 MeV average energy and
12 MeV FWHM, and those of 150Nd were matched to satisfy
momentum conservation. Homogeneous and isotropic emission
from the entire target layer was considered and energies of

FIGURE 13 | FIPPS detector schematic. Three possible configurations for a target (red) and FF detector (grey) arrangement. (A) Single-sided FF detection with a
passive stopper (black) on the opposite side. (B) Double-sided FF detection. (C) Single-sided adjacent FF detector plus a distant FF detector wall on the opposite side.

FIGURE 14 | Detection efficiency as function of the 235UO2 target layers
of 0.2–2 mg/cm2 thickness. (A) for 84Ge, (B) for the complementary 150Nd.
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fragments leaving the target layer through the front or backside of
the target were registered. With increasing target thickness a
larger fraction of FF gets considerably slowed down in the target
and could drop below the detection threshold of an adjacent FF
detector. This effect is more pronounced for heavy FF which start
out with lower kinetic energies. Thus Figure 15 provides the
strongest constraint for the selection of the target thickness. Let’s
assume a minimum detection efficiency of 90% is required for
single-sided detection of heavy FF and a FF detector with a
threshold as low as 10 MeV and negligible pulse height defect
(PHD) can be used. Then a maximum target layer thickness of
0.56 mg cm−2 can be tolerated. However, would the detector show
50% PHD for FF, then the latter have to leave the target with the
double energy to provide a 10 MeV equivalent electronic signal.
This limits the target layer thickness to only 0.4 mg cm−2. For the
heavier actinides with significant α activity the probability of α
pile-up rises and a higher energy threshold has to be employed to
assure clean separation of FF from α particles. Considering a
threshold of 20 MeV α-equivalent energy and 50% PHD that
corresponds to the results of the present paper for sCVD
diamond material, the maximum target layer thickness would
drop to only 0.18 mg cm−2. If however both fragments should be
detected in opposite detectors with a coincidence efficiency of at
least 90% for extreme mass splits, then the corresponding
maximum target thickness drops to 0.46 mg cm−2 for PHD-
free detectors and 10 MeV threshold, or to 0.28 mg cm−2 for
the same threshold with 50% PHD. Comparing these
maximum target thicknesses with the required actinide
mass in Table 4 (cross-sections and half-lives were taken
from [49]) shows that for optimum performance 233,235U
and 239Pu targets should be spread out over 2 cm2 while
245Cm and 249Cf may operate with about 1 cm2 target area.
Whenever possible a wider spreading of the target mass to
reach considerably thinner target layers is strongly preferred.
Taking into account the size of commercially available sCVD
detectors, a mosaic of at least four individual detectors would
be required to cover the entire source.

Time Resolution
A good timing resolution, like the one exhibited by diamond
materials, would enable a mass determination of the FF via a
time-of-flight (TOF) measurement combined with an energy
measurement. In this so-called E-v method, both the velocity
and the kinetic energy of one fragment are measured to
calculate its mass. Thus, the second detector has to be moved
away from the target Figure 13C to leave enough flight distance for
a meaningful determination of the TOF. The first detector remains
in contact with the target to detect the complementary FF and
provide a “prompt” timing signal acting as start of the TOF
measurement. This method enables a direct determination of
the mass M1 of the flying secondary FF, thus the mass M2 of
the stopped FF can be determined within the uncertainty of
emitted prompt neutrons δν. Since M1 is determined by M1 �
2 E/d2 TOF2, an energy resolution of, say, 1.5% should be matched
with a TOF resolution better than 1% so that the experimental
mass uncertainty is not higher than the irreducible uncertainty δν.
Also somewhat reduced energy and time resolutions remain useful
to provide a significant mass resolution. This could be realized with
different detector types and distances. For example, with a time
resolution of 50 ps per detector the stop detector array should be at
a distance of at least 6 cmwith ≤ 0.5 cm individual detector size to
limit angular dispersion in the TOF distance. The time resolution
of the SiC detector has not been measured in the present
experiment. However, we refer to a recent study where a time
resolution of σ � 100 ps has been achieved with minimum ionizing
β particles in a 5 × 5 mm2 4H-SiC detector [50].While this appears
at first glance, one order of magnitude worse than the best value
obtained here with diamond detectors (Figure 12A), one needs to
consider the correlation of deposited energy and time resolution
[24]. FF would deposit several orders of magnitude more energy in
such a SiC detector than β particles and thus lead most likely to a
considerable improvement of the time resolution. Thus, a
combination of a sCVD diamond start detector and an array of
5 × 5 mm2 SiC stop detectors at about 6 cm distance could provide
sufficient mass resolution for this purpose. Note that in the E-v
method the energy loss in the target layer plays no role for the final

FIGURE 15 | Detection efficiency for simultaneous detection of a pair of
84Ge and 150Nd FF emitted back-to-back, both leaving 235UO2 target layers of
0.2–2 mg/cm2 thickness and both depositing energies above the given
threshold in the respective detector.

TABLE 4 | Properties of different actinide fission targets (cross-sections and half-
lives were taken from [49]). The target mass required to reach a fission rate of
100 kHz in a thermal neutron flux of 7·107 cm−2s−1 and the typical associated α
activity (also including other isotopes for commercially available enrichment levels).
For 241Pu the beta activity is given instead.

Target σ(n,γ) σ(n,f) M(actinide) Aα

(b) (b) (mg) (MBq)

233U 46 530 1.05 0.4
235U 99 583 0.96 0.0
239Pu 269 748 0.76 1.8
241Pu 362 1,011 0.57 (2,176 β)
241Am 720 3 0.01 1.7
245Cm 369 2018 0.29 2.2
249Cf 497 1,642 0.36 58
251Cf 2,850 4,895 0.12 64

241Pu is not decaying by alpha emission, but by beta- emission. The corresponding
number of beta activity is shown in italic.
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mass resolution provided the stop detector has a constant relative
energy resolution. Fragments that lost significant energy in the
target will then simply be slower, even facilitating the TOF
measurement.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

A dedicated experiment to characterize diamond and SiC detectors
with mass- and energy-separated fission fragment beams was
carried out with the LOHENGRIN spectrometer at ILL. Among
the tested detectors, sCVD diamond detectors exhibit the best
spectroscopic properties for FF detection. A RMS energy resolution
of ∼1.4% was achieved for a 50 µm thick sCVD diamond detector
of biased at—200 V for A � 98 FF at 90MeV energy against 3.4%
RMS for a SiC detector. In addition, an excellent time resolution
RMS ∼10.2 ps was measured with the same A � 98 FF at an energy
of 90MeV. However, similar to other solid state detectors, also the
sCVD detector is affected by a significant Pulse Height Defect
which leads to a loss of almost 50% of the initial generated charge
carriers, weakly depending of the applied electric field (up to
4 V µm−1) and detector thickness in the range 50 µm up to
500 µm. The pCVD detectors exhibit poor spectroscopic
performances, but still excellent time resolution (23.8 ps RMS
and 34.1 ps RMS were measured on two different samples from
two different manufacturers). Consequently, three different
configurations were envisaged that would satisfy diamond and
SiC measured performances for a detector integration in FIPPS
intended for the study, in nuclear physics, of the structure of
neutron-rich fission fragments. A dedicated experimental set-up
for detector housing is currently under development and will be
tested in the FIPPS context at ILL in a near future.
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